1st Race The Flareon Plate Div - II
GUSTY GIRL

M19-20 -

was withdrawn. M20-21 the start.

241⁄211032

RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

1112⁄20289

Cl-V;, 4-30
161⁄20920

1200 Mts.

rushed the front gates and sat on her haunches.Considering this fractious behavior,

awkwardly in the gate and failed to take a proper jump resulting in the filly losing about 4 lengths at

jumped inwards and met interference at the start and again in the final stages of the race. 122⁄211294 jumped out slow

losing about 2 lengths at the start. 73⁄211462 had a gum injury.

SUFIYAH

M19-20 - 181⁄201016 veered inwards approaching the 900 metres. M20-21 - 73⁄211460 found to be

suffering from urticaria, as such, the filly was certified unfit to race and was withdrawn on veterinary grounds.

ROYAL CASTLE

M19-20 - 132⁄201419 met interference at the start. M20-21 - 2911⁄2097 met interference at the start. 122⁄211256

jumped out slow losing about 4 lengths at the start & found to be sore by the right fore leg.

MARLBORO MAN

M19-20 - 53⁄201718 met interference at the start. M20-21 - 612⁄202013 leaned inwards soon after the start

& had left eye injury. 213⁄211748 tightened for room and had to be checked Approaching the 1000 metres.

TRINKET

M20-21 - 2911⁄20136 had be checked and steadied along the rails approaching 800 metres. 122⁄211295

received check Soon after the start.

SUITED ACES

M20-21 - 2712⁄20537 met interference passing 500 metres & App reported that his mount stumbled as

he was pulling up, thus dislodging him at the start. 143⁄211647 jumped inwards at the start & App reported that his mount was lugging-in
in the straight

WHO DARES WINS

M20-21 - 2012⁄20448 met interference and had to be steadied along the rails passing 300 metres.

ALLEGRIA

M19-20 - 53⁄201729 was observed to have broken a blood vessel. M20-21 - 2512⁄20459 met interference

soon after the start and had to be checked passing 200 metres.

THEA’S PET

M20-21 - 72⁄2112112 was marginally slow to begin and met intererence at the start and had a cut injury

at the left fore cannon. 143⁄211663 was observed to have an abrasion on the left hind hamstring. 273⁄211812 had a gum injury.

2nd Race The Dr A H Sayed Plate

Cl-V;, 4-30
291⁄211044

1600 Mts.

HIOCTANE

M20-21 -

MARRAKESH

M20-21 - 2911⁄20138 had left eye injury (sore, lacrimation). 213⁄211744 tightened for room and had to be

bumped approaching the 800 metres.

checked Approaching the 1000 metres.

MEMORABLE MOMENTS

M20-21 - 143⁄211673 Jockey reported that his mount hung-in in the straight.

SCOTLAND

M19-20 - 91⁄208412 met interference at the start. M20-21 - 143⁄211726 Jockey reported that his mount

hung out throughout the race, was found to be sore by the right hind leg.

AADHYA

M19-20 - 262⁄201627 received checked and drop back approaching 1000 metres. M20-21 - 612⁄202010

met interference soon after the start.

PATRIOTS DAY

M19-20 - 2912⁄196510 jumped inwards at the start and met interference passing the red marker.

161⁄209412 was observed to have run detached from the field and was also inclined outwards. M20-21 - 31⁄216210 met interferenec at the
start. 241⁄21938 met interference at the start and to be steadied at the same time.

ADONIJAH

M20-21 - 1112⁄202410 jumped outwards at the start. 31⁄21628 was observed to have a gum injury.

213⁄211745 jumped inwards at the start.

LOVELY FAIRY

Pn19 - 610⁄191269 met interference soon after the start. M19-20 - 1512⁄19318 App was observed to have

lost his balance momentarily, After the race reported that approaching the 600 metres, his left rein had slipped which he regained
immediately. 21⁄20727 met interference at the start.

3rd Race The Seth Ramnath Daga Trophy
IRON AGE

M19-20 -

2112⁄19(43)

Cl-I’, 81 and upward, (60 to 79 eligible).

1000 Mts.

was observed to have a cut injury at the left hind pastern. My19-20 - 292⁄2010710

met interference at the start.

MYSTIC BAY

M19-20 - 162⁄201493 met interference soon after the start and again approaching 200 metres.

HIDDEN GOLD
M20-21 - 612⁄20(21) met interference at the start. 291⁄21(106) met interference at the start.
th Race The Jehangir P Dubash Cup
Cl-III’, 40-66, (20 to 39 eligible).
1600 Mts.
6
12
1
RAMBUNCTIOUS
M20-21 - 13 ⁄20(36) met interference soon after the start. Bg20-21 - 26 ⁄21110 met interference and

4

stumbled before passing the red marker post.

MISHKA’S PRIDE

M19-20 - 2212⁄194810 met interference at the start. 162⁄201432 leaned inwards passing 100 metres.

SUMMER NIGHT

M20-21 - 2911⁄20135 took a fly jump thus losing about 2 lengths at the start. 2512⁄20480 dislodged its rider

on the way to the starting point and bolted thereby delaying the start. The gelding was withdrawn before coming under the Starters order.
31⁄21(68) was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start. 73⁄2115111 bumped Passing the 500 metres.

SPEED AIR

M18-19 - 32⁄191318 met interference soon after the start and was held up for room along the rails and

had to be steadied Passing 900 metres, came back in distress. M19-20 - 132⁄201402 met interference soon after the start. M20-21 612⁄20(18) met interference soon after the start. 151⁄21915 met interference approaching the 900 metres and had to be checked passing the
600 metres.

FLEUR DE LYS

M20-21 - 2711⁄2056 was observed to have a cut injury at the right hind medial aspect of hock. 122⁄211245

met interference along the rails Passing the 600 metres.

5th Race The R J Kolah Trophy
RED MERLOT

M20-21 -

Cl-3P., Terms, Foreign Jockeys Eligible 1400 Mts.
291⁄21(107)

jumped inwards at the start. 273⁄211887 jumped outwards brushing the front gates

due to which he lost his left stirrup which he regained shortly.

COUNT OF SAVOY

M20-21 - 73⁄211520 dislodged the rider and bolted and was apprehended at the starting point . As such,

the colt was withdrawn.

THE AWAKENING

M20-21 - 282⁄211444 jumped inwards at the start. 143⁄2117011 Jockey stated that his mount was very

keen and in an effort to settle him, he had shifted out Approaching the 1000 metres.

ARCTIC BAY

M20-21 - 213⁄211790 fell backwards and dislodged its rider, the filly refused to be stalled despite

substantial efforts. As such, ARCTIC BAY was withdrawn before coming under the Starters Order .

6th Race The J Rustomji Soparivala Trophy
NISHK

M20-21 -

72⁄211184

Cl-3y., Maiden

1000 Mts.

was observed to have a cut injury at the left hind cannon.

291⁄211074

HILMA KLINT
M20-21 had right eye injury (mild ulcer).
th Race The Flareon Plate Div - I
Cl-V;, 4-30
1200 Mts.
8
3
COUNT THE WINS
M20-21 - 14 ⁄21166 was marginally slow to begin and met interference Soon after the start.

7

STICK TO THE PLAN

M20-21 - 2711⁄2027 jumped outwards at the start & had to be checked in the final stages of the race and

was observed to have a cut injury at the left fore cannon, left eye injury (sore). 241⁄21966 met interference and had to be steadied at the start.

ON VA DANSER

M20-21 - 101⁄21806 jumped out slow losing about 3 lengths at the start. 212⁄211305 jumped outwards and

met interference at the start. 113⁄211634 met interference at the start.

PERFECT PERFECTO

Bg20-21 - 2811⁄20404 raced fiercely between the 800 Metres till about 700 Metres. 1912⁄20585 met

interference before passing the red marker post.

GRAND ARCHITECT

M19-20 - 232⁄201564 bumped approaching the 600 metres and shifted in approaching the 400 metres.

123⁄201833 jumped inwards at the start. M20-21 - 213⁄211804 received checked soon after the start.

STREEK

M20-21 - 612⁄202012 bumped passing 300 metres. 73⁄211465 met interference Passing the 200 metres.

REGAL PRINCE

Pn19 - 2610⁄1915312 met interference soon after the start and again approaching the 600 metres. M20-21

- 143⁄211679 Jockey reported that his mount hung-in from the 1000 metres onwards. 273⁄211835 bumped and met interference passing the
900 metres.

8th Race The R R Komandur Plate
CELLINI

Cl-IV., 20-46, 5 years old and over, (0 to 19 eligible).

1200 Mts.

5

Pn19 - 258⁄1956 was marginally slow to begin and met interference at the start & App reported that his

mount was inclined outwards throughout the race. 149⁄19823 was observed to have ducked out and had to be steadied soon after the start.
M19-20 - 2112⁄19452 had to be checked passing the 1200 metres and met interference passing the 1000 metres and bumped passing the
400 metres. M20-21 - 73⁄211549 bumped Passing the 300 metres.

JUDY BLUE EYES

M18-19 - 64⁄192235 jumped inwards at the start. Pn19 - 118⁄19295 met interference at the start. M19-20

- 91⁄20(81) jumped inwards at the start.

OUI SAUVAGE

M20-21 - 282⁄211427 was inconvenienced at the start.

SLAM DUNK

M19-20 - 162⁄2014812 took a fly jump and met interference soon after the start. M20-21 - 143⁄211687 met

interference soon after the start.

ARC SHINE

M20-21 - 73⁄211503 Jockey has been fined for using the whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.

DIVINE GLORY

Pn19 - 38⁄19193 met interference passing 100 metres & found to be sore by the right fore leg. 610⁄191237

found to have guttural pouch empgema and upper respiratory track infection (EIPH Gr.I). had an injury at the left hind fetlock. M19-20 241⁄201103 met interference at the start. and leaned inwards passing the 300 metres.

JETFIRE

M20-21 - 291⁄211053 jumped out slow losing about 4 lengths & met interference In the final stages of the

race. 282⁄211434 shifted out soon after the start & was denied a clear passage, in the final stages of the race.

UNTITLED

M20-21 - 612⁄20216 along the rails received check passing 700 metres. 2712⁄205711 had a cut injury at

the left hind cannon. 241⁄2110110 jumped outwards at the start. 282⁄2114510 received checked Passing the 900 metres.

COLLEGIUM

Pn19 - 158⁄19380 got restless and kept rearing up and thereafter was not allowing the rider to mount, as

such, the gelding was withdrawn. 289⁄191119 jumped out slow losing considerable ground at the start & had right eye injury (sore eye).
M19-20 - 1711⁄1979 met interference approaching the 1000 metres. 2912⁄19637 reared up as the start was effected resulting in the gelding
losing considerable ground at the start. and had a gum injury. M20-21 - 291⁄2110511 met interference and was steadied soon after the start.

AME

M20-21 - 2711⁄2042 Jockey reported that his mount hung out in the straight. 81⁄21694 met interference

soon after the start.

SENIORITY

M19-20 - 112⁄19185 Jockey reported that his mount hung-in under pressure. 12⁄2011914 was observed to

have broken a blood vessel. M20-21 - 81⁄216910 was observed to have broken a blood vessel.

DILBAR

M19-20 - 132⁄20(136) met interference at the start and App reported that the throat lash of the bridle used

on his mount unfastened during the race. M20-21 - 2012⁄20407 veered in approaching 200 metres & was observed to have a cut injury at
the left hind fetlock. 282⁄211459 Jockey stated that his mount shied inwards despite his efforts & met interference Passing the 1000 metres,
had to be steadied and bumped Approaching the 300 metres. 213⁄2117511 met interference soon after the start.

AIRMAX

Pn19 - 38⁄19198 met interference passing 100 metres. 159⁄19907 jumped inwards at the start. 1210⁄191286

Jockey informed that the reins on his mount were wrongly tied, as such they were removed and retied.were wrongly tied, as such they were
removed and retied & jumped outwards at the start. M19-20 - 123⁄201798 bumped and was steadied at the start.

SUAREZ

Cl19-20 - 192⁄201310 found to be lame on right fore. Under the circumstances the gelding was permitted

to be withdrawn. M20-21 - 2712⁄20538 had bruises at the right mandible. 101⁄21840 reared up and fell backward injuring its rider who was
indisposed as such the gelding was withdrawn. 241⁄211020 had been treated with shockwave therapy within the last 10 days, as such the
gelding was not permitted to run. Trainer Vinesh has been fined for contravention of the Calendar Notification.

